
3 soverom Villa til salgs i Finestrat, Alicante

we are delighted to present a new project with 11 unique villas located in a quiet area of Finestrat, in the heart of the
Costa Blanca, where you can enjoy the sea and mountain views. A very special place for its combination of sea and
mountain, tradition and great entertainment offer. The sea views and the surroundings make this residential an oasis,
however, only a few minutes away from La Marina shopping centre, with its wide range of shops and services, as well
as 2 golf courses, Terra Mitica, and only 8 minutes away from Benidorm and its incredible offer of restaurants, leisure,
shops, hospitals, markets, and a mix of cultures like few Spanish cities, without forgetting the direct connection with
the AP 7 and the Airport.. . This residential is really special also for its architecture, which combines modernity with
warmth and integration with the environment, where you can enjoy not only the views but also its unique spaces. All
the villas have 3 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms, a living room and a kitchen that you won't want to leave, several
gardens and terraces that you can enjoy all year round. And best of all, the swimming pool, which surrounds the
whole house and makes these villas really different. All the villas also have a large separate space on a lower level full
of possibilities, light and with an independent terrace. In addition, they are finished with high quality materials and
with all the comforts for you and your family to enjoy all year round, such as the dressing room, unique design kitchen
fully equipped, air conditioning throughout the house, lift, garage for 2 cars, storage rooms, laundry room, and many
more features that make these villas worth a visit. There is also the possibility of personalisation. Prices vary according
to the model and plot of the villa..

  3 soverom   3 bad   336m² Bygg størrelse
  493m² Tomtestørrelse   Svømmebasseng

869.000€
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